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long ago? I'll justmention it to then, and immediately)
if they have any sense1

they will correct it." That may be so. Some cases it will be, but the

chances are that it's something that we've been struggling with for several

years and. that there are other aspects to it which you are not familiar withy

and. reasons why it's pretty hard to improve along that particular line; and.

we are trying to improve along this line and that line and the other line and.

constantly looking to the Lo rd to help us to go forward by faith. We still

are, as started, dependent entirely on Him. Our support comes in largely

xkx±xx from people who 'Ive a dollar a month to carry on the work. It

comes fom all over the world. in little driblets like that as the Lord sends

it in. And. as you r"member that, I hope you will be careful about wasting

electric lights or wasting heat or other things which if they are improperly

used (you can do with them as you like, of course it's between you and the

LOrd entirely). But here everything that we have is ix± sent in by Crhistii

people txxwxiKr often at great sacrifice in order to try to train men and

women to stand absolutely four-square before the Lord Jesus Christ; and it's

our duty before the Lord to make every single cent go just as far as we

possibly
can.

Tow *kit what place has scholarship in all this? This has been a fundamental

point, as you can well see. The old. institutions were

a person who had. never been to college and get a training ax that would help

them to serve the Lord, and }e may do a fine work. Institutions that can give

a knowledge of the *1e basic t"aching of the Scriptures and u1 enable one

to go out arid serve the krd and. he a do a great deal. We praise the Lord for

every such person; but the particular thing to which the Lord has called us

here is to train people for Christian leadership. Not simply to do

a good. work for the Lord, but to be able to Ri meet the difficult, uncertain

days when it's hard. to know just which way you should go and just

exactly j-nst what is the ±ax exact teathing of the Word of God. That's the
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